The MicroLAB Experiment Builder is a blank canvas on which learners can easily plan experiments, calibrate sensors, set up data displays, conduct experiments, and analyze data. The drag-and-drop style experimental design tools, live data visualization tools, and analysis tools coupled with high resolution laboratory instruments encourage active engagement with chemical experiments.

To design a MicroLAB experiment, students Add Sensors based on the type of data desired. The sensor selection screen directs them through the process of connecting, calibrating, and choosing settings for the selected sensor.

Once a sensor is added, the live digital display automatically appears with a digital reading for the sensor. Students can drag-and-drop sensors onto axes of the graph for live data visualization of the measurements, or to the data table.

In as few as 4 clicks, students can add a sensor and a timer and can be ready to start collecting data.

Students Calibrate Sensors by either using the provided Factory Calibration or performing a manual calibration. The sensor history graph helps students decide when a sensor has equilibrated with its standard solution, while the multi-point curve fitting software automatically creates a calibration equation for the sensor.

Students set Experimental Conditions such as lighting, stirring, and temperature with the sample management control section of the software display.
There are three types of **Data Visualization** available on the software display.

- The **Graph** display provides a live graph of up to three data sources.
- The **Data Table** records raw data that easily exports as a .csv file.
- The **Digital Display** shows real time numerical values for selected data sources.

Additional graphs (up to four) and displays may be added by right-clicking anywhere in the graph window and selecting “Add New Display”.

Setup **Graphs** and **Data Tables** with the drag-and-drop function for any sensor data source from anywhere on the screen to any desired location. This can be done before, during, or after an experiment has been conducted. All data collected for each sensor is automatically stored as it is collected whether or not it is currently displayed.

Students can **Add a Formula** to the display with the Formula Creation Tool. Formulas run in real time and manipulate any data sources available. Once created, the formula result can be added live to any or all of the visual displays.

The display can be rearranged to view, resize, and add up to four graphs, and additional data tables and digital displays.
A good laboratory provides:

- **Physical tools** to help manage your sample and experimental conditions,
- **Electronic tools** to measure chemical behavior, and
- **Software tools** to help you plan, collect data, visualize, graph, analyze, and evaluate your experiment.

The MicroLAB FS-528 provides all of this in one integrated high-resolution, affordable package.